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Abstract—In this paper, an agent-based integrated service
model for wireless local area network (WLAN)/cellular networks
and the relevant authentication and event tracking for billing
support schemes are proposed. The service model does not require
inefficient peer-to-peer roaming agreements to provide seamless
user roaming between the WLAN hotspots and the cellular networks, which are operated by independent wireless network service providers. The proposed authentication and event-tracking
schemes take the anonymity and intractability of mobile users into
consideration and operate independently so that the integrated
billing service can be applied to the cellular network, even if it
still uses a traditional authentication scheme. Security analysis
and overhead evaluation are given to demonstrate that the proposed service model and the supporting schemes are secure and
efficient.
Index Terms—Authentication, roaming, service agent (SA),
wireless local area network (WLAN)/cellular integrated network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS local area network (WLAN) products have
become the de facto standard component in mobile
devices. Many wireless Internet service providers (WISPs),
such as AT&T Wireless, GRIC, iPass, Surf and Sip, and STSN,
have set up, are setting up, and will be setting up more and more
WLAN hotspots in airports, cafes, bookstores, etc. [1]. With the
WLAN products continuing to grow in popularity across both
product categories and geographic regions, revenue is expected
to hit $3.6 billion by 2008 [2]. In addition, mobile devices having both cellular phone and WLAN capability are available [1].
The demand to integrate multiple mobile computing services
into a single entity is preeminent.
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Depending on the interdependence between the WLAN and
the cellular network, their coupling can be tight or loose. In tight
coupling, the 802.11 network appears to the 3G core network
as another 3G access network. In loose coupling, the 802.11
gateway connects to the Internet and does not have any direct
link to the 3G network elements such as packet data serving
nodes (PDSNs), gateway GPRS support nodes (GGSNs), or 3G
core network switches. Generally, a loosely coupled integrated
network architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, is preferred [3] due
to its flexibility, and it is the major network topology that is
considered in this paper.
In Fig. 1, the WLAN and 3G networks work in a complementary way, and the interworking between the WLAN and
3G cellular networks is through an IP network. Mobile IP
(MIP) protocol [4], [5] is applied to support the IP mobility
for mobile clients. Data can be transported along two different
paths, as shown in dashed lines in the figure, depending on
the access interface, with which the mobile terminal (MT) is
associated. With this loosely coupled architecture, the WLAN
hotspot and 3G cellular networks can be operated by different
service providers.
The main parts of a 3G network owned by different service
providers are the radio access network and the core network.
The network has two new functional entities: the Home Agent
(HA) and the Foreign Agent (FA), which are specifically added
to support the MIP. The PDSN is modified to act as a FA
for the cellular network in addition to its originally intended
functionality. The WLANs are connected through an IP network (or the Internet) to the 3G core networks. Each WLAN
has its own gateway which serves as a FA for mobile users
within its coverage. The MTs are provided with MIP clients
and can support both 802.11 and 3G access technologies. With
the MIP protocol, the IP packets addressed to an MT will be
forwarded by its HA at the 3G core network, which is called
IP tunneling.
However, for the cellular/WLAN integrated service to be
deployed, there are several critical issues in service and security
in terms of function, practice, and privacy.
1) No seamless user authentication for the WLAN hotspot:
Although user roaming is well defined in the cellular
network through authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA), it is still an open issue in the WLAN
networks operated by multiple service providers. Many
WISPs provide public WLAN Internet access at the
hotspots using a network access server (NAS). The NAS
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Fig. 1.
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Loosely coupled 802.11 WLAN and 3G cellular networks.

allows only legitimate customers to use the service and
provides intradomain roaming because the hotspots from
one WISP share the same customer base. However, it
lacks an architecture to provide interdomain roaming
and MIP support. Currently, multiple accounts for those
service providers are required for a user to use the service
in corresponding network territories. Due to the manual
interaction between the users and a log on Web page,
seamless network service offering is not available. On
the other hand, since the network structure of the cellular
network is quite different (much more complex and expensive) from the WLAN hotspot, it is difficult to import
the authentication scheme [6], [7] used in the cellular
network to the WLAN hotspot.
2) Inefficient peer-to-peer roaming service agreement: The
number of WISPs is much larger than the number of
cellular networks, mainly because of the simplicity and
low cost of setting up a WLAN hotspot. For example, each wireless enabled router at home can be considered as a WLAN hotspot. The peer-to-peer service
agreement is exercised by the cellular network service
providers quite well. However, it is not practical in the
WLAN case. Assuming that there are m WISPs, m(m −
1)/2 agreements in total and (m − 1) agreements for
each WISP are required to achieve roaming within the
network.
3) Difficulty of having a universal roaming service: It is
difficult for a service provider to have a roaming agreement with every network service provider. The issue is
fine in using the cellular network, since cellular networks
overlap each other, and a user is very likely to be able
to find a usable one. However, WLAN hotspots do not
overlap with each other, and this can result in a situation
where the user cannot use the service in some hotspots.
Therefore, universal roaming service cannot be achieved.

4) The privacy of user identity: Disclosure of a user identity
may also allow unauthorized entities to track his moving
history and current location. Any illegal access to information related to the user’s location without his knowledge can be a serious violation of privacy. The anonymity
and intractability of user identity are not considered in the
current wireless communication architecture.
There has been extensive research related to WLAN/cellular
network interworking. Most of it focuses on proposing
integration architecture [8], modifying network components,
such as gateway [9], and analyzing the switching performance
of integrated service [10]. However, most solutions are suitable
for the service providers who operate their own WLAN
and cellular networks. In [11], an authentication scheme via a
secured Web page for login over a hypertext-transport-protocolsecured connection is proposed. This type of solution requires
interactions from the user and cannot be used in a seamless
roaming service. In [12], a roaming and authentication
framework for the WLAN/cellular network integration is
proposed. However, the anonymity and intractability of user
identity, which were not included in [12], has become an
important security property for roaming services.
In this paper, a novel wireless/cellular network integrated
service model is proposed. Under the coordination of a service
agent (SA), an integrated wireless network service can be
offered by independent WLANs and cellular networks, which
are not bound by peer-to-peer roaming agreements. Therefore,
many small WLAN service providers are able to join the
integrated networks, which could greatly increase integrated
network service coverage. On the other hand, the end users do
not have to be customers of major wireless network operators,
and they can purchase the service from the SA instead. The
corresponding advantages include reduced support cost, more
communication convenience, and higher revenue. The proposed
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Fig. 2. Typical cellular network and WLAN hotspot deployment. The numbers in the cellular network BS and the WLAN AP labels are coded based on their
network operators. SA is the proposed additional network component.

authentication scheme for integrated network service can be
elastically applied to both the WLAN and cellular networks or
to WLAN alone. It also effectively reduces the extra overhead
caused by the SA. It is self-adaptive to the various authentication scenarios due to different ownership of WLAN hotspots.
The supporting processes, such as user authentication for roaming and event tracking for billing support schemes, are operated
in parallel with the authentication process, such that they can
be flexibly deployed to those which do not adopt the proposed
authentication scheme, such as the cellular network. In addition,
the proposed schemes protect the mobile users’ privacy by
incorporating the user anonymity and intractability feature, so
that the users’ real identity is not revealed, and his/her mobility
cannot be traced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
an overview of the proposed service model architecture for
cellular/WLAN integration is presented. In Section III, the
messaging scheme for the proposed service model is described
in detail. Security analysis and overhead evaluation are given in
Section IV followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. WLAN/C ELLULAR I NTEGRATED S ERVICE
M ODEL A RCHITECTURE
Fig. 2 shows a typical deployment of cellular networks
and WLAN hotspots in a coverage area. There are m cellular networks m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. The WLAN hotspots are
randomly located to offer high-speed network/Internet access
service within the area. Due to the disjoint deployment, WLAN
hotspots only offer “stationary” wireless network access. Mo-

bile network access service is offered by the WLAN/cellular
network integrated infrastructure. The labels of WLAN AP
(hotspot) and cellular BS are numbered by their network operators, i.e., service providers. Based on the current WLAN deployment strategy, which avoids unnecessary multiple hardware
setup investment, it is assumed that there is only one service
provider operating the WLAN service at one hotspot area.
Therefore, there is no direct WLAN network-level handover
anytime. A cellular network service provider usually operates
the WLAN Internet access service at the same time. Let WLAN
AP x, x ∈ {1, . . . , m} be linked with the cellular network
x. For example, one service provider operates both cellular
network 1 and WLAN hotspots numbered as WLAN AP 1. The
rest of the WLAN APs are operated by third-party WISPs. A
multimode MT can either connect to a WLAN hotspot or to a
cellular network at the user’s discretion.
We introduce an additional role, called SA, to the WLAN/
cellular integrated network architecture to improve service
flexibility and deal with the roaming agreement issue when
the number of WLAN operators is large. The cellular network
and WLAN are encouraged to have the one-for-all roaming
agreement with the SA directly so that the cumbersome peerto-peer roaming agreements are no longer needed. In the ideal
case, one agreement per service provider can achieve universal
user roaming. On the other hand, the one-for-all roaming agreement can coexist with the peer-to-peer roaming agreement. A
practical strategy could be that a service provider optionally sets
up a peer-to-peer agreement with a few major service providers
for better performance and a one-for-all roaming agreement
with the SA for universal roaming completion.
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Fig. 3. Overview of service model function and messaging scheme. We do not study the behavior of individual BS or AP devices in this paper, but we focus on
their networks (or service providers) as entities because of the nature of mobile-user account management.

In the proposed service model, the MT does not have to be a
customer of any physical network operator. The SA can provide
cellular/WLAN integrated service itself, which is driven by the
following business motivation: The SA purchases bulk wireless
service from physical network operators and sells wireless
integrated service to the customers so that the network operators
spend less on support cost for the end users; the customers
receive an improved network access convenience, and the SA
gets more profit.
In order to make a clear network operation layout, we abstract the real network parties in a roaming scenario into parties,
as shown in Fig. 3. The network which houses the FA and
is visited by the MT could be either a WLAN or a cellular
network. The HA resides in the MT’s home network, who
knows everything about the MT, such as identify, shared secret
key, etc. Fig. 3 also shows the functions and messaging schemes
of the proposed service model, which consists of three layers:
1) authentication and registration plane; 2) pseudoidentifier
(PID) renewal for privacy protection of user identity; and
3) event-tracking plane for interoperator billing. The technical
details of these functions are given later in this section. The
advantage of independent function layer design is to allow
the event tracking, which is a key component for integrated
service billing, to be easily and uniformly adopted by all network operators with few modifications, or information remapping of existing authentication process, particularly in cellular
networks.
A. Authentication and Registration
Before the MT accesses the network service, authentication
is performed to verify its legitimacy, and the MT is registered in
the network if it is successfully authenticated. Meanwhile, the
MT should avoid a rogue service provider via authentication as
well. Since the authentication process in the cellular network is
mature and has been working well, the proposed authentication
scheme is mainly for the WLAN hotspots. It can also be
adopted by the cellular network operators if a uniform authentication scheme is preferred. In the authentication plane shown
in Fig. 3, the SA acts as an authority, which is trusted by all the
parties, and assists the mutual verification of the FA and the HA.
Considering the power of the MT and wireless transmission
environment, the authentication scheme is designed such that
most of the authentication process is executed by servers in

the wired network. The messaging part, which directly involves
with the MT, consists of two messages and uses symmetric
cryptography only.

B. PID Renewal
The anonymity of user identity is achieved by a PID. An MT
does not use its real identity for network authentication and
registration all the time, including when it is roaming in foreign
networks. The PID is refreshed periodically and whenever the
MT sees the necessity, such as after each authentication session.
Independent design of the PID renewal process allows the MT
to decide when and how often the PID should be refreshed
according to its preference for anonymity strength, wireless
channel condition, and battery status. An option for PID refreshment policy can be included in the MT’s preference menu.

C. Event Tracking
Successful commercial network service deployment cannot
live without a proper billing mechanism. In the proposed
WLAN/cellular integrated service model, billing is based on
the MT’s network accessing activities, which is tracked by
a data structure named Event ID. An event ID is defined as
an incident of the MT accessing the network resource and is
distributed to proper network operators by the event-tracking
process, which is independently running from the authentication process. The revenue is partitioned later based on the Event
ID records.

III. M ESSAGING S CHEME
The messaging scheme for the proposed cellular/WLAN
integrated service model includes an authentication scheme
with variations, a PID renewal scheme, and an event-tracking
scheme. The subsets inherited from the authentication process
and the supplementary processes are developed to reduce the
authentication latency, enhance the anonymity of user identity, and support billing. We will describe those functions in
detail in the following sections. The common symbols, which
will be used in the message exchanges thereafter, are shown
in Table I.
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS

from the MT to the SA and requests the HA for verification;
3) the SA returns the identity information of the HA and
forwards the authentication message from the MT to the HA;
4) the HA verifies the identities of the MT and the FA and
returns the session key to the FA; and 5) the FA sends the proof
of its knowledge of the session key to the MT. The detailed
authentication scheme proceeds as follows.
Step 1) (MT → FA) The MT sets the other party of the
authentication to its home network and generates a
random number as a nonce and a random number as
a session key ki , which can be used in encrypting the
information in the communication session after the
authentication is successfully processed. The MT
can use its International Mobile Subscriber Identity
[13] for IDM and send Message (2) to the FA with
current time stamp ts1
M → F : PIDj IDH EkMH {IDM NM ki ts1 }

Fig. 4. General authentication message flow of the proposed authentication
scheme.

A. Anonymity of User Identity
In the proposed scheme, the PID is derived from the user’s
real identity. Additional parameters are added to achieve dynamics and secrecy properties. It is renewed periodically and
after each authentication. The series of PID is defined as
PIDj+x = F (PIDj+x−1 H x (ki ) kHM )

(1)

where ki is the ith session key negotiated after each successful
authentication, kHM is the shared session key between the MT
and the home network j = 1, 2, . . ., and x = 0, 1, 2, . . . , F (·)
is a one-way function which generates the same bit length as
PID. H x (·) is a hash chain function which computes the hash
value of ki x times and outputs the variable itself if x = 0. The
function PID is used for renewal, which will be discussed in
detail in Section III-D1. In the implementation, the MT keeps
the results of the last hash operation; therefore, multiple hash
operations are not required for each PID renewal. The initial
value PID0 is defined as the identity of the mobile user IDM .
The home network always keeps the mapping relationship of
an MT’s PID and real identity (PIDj ↔ IDM ). Equation (1)
conceals the real identity IDM in PIDj and provides anonymity
of the user identity for an MT without increasing the computational complexity.
B. Proposed Authentication Process
We first introduce the full version of the authentication
process for the proposed SA based on the WLAN/cellular
integrated service model followed by the description of the
inherited subsets. Assume that an MT is accessing a WLAN
hotspot (FA) for the first time. Fig. 4 shows the message flow of
the proposed authentication scheme. The major authentication
stages in the figure are described as follows: 1) The MT
submits the authentication request and encapsulated session
key negotiation to the FA; 2) the FA forwards the message

(2)

where PIDj IDH represents the modified AAA user
name in the form of username@domain. An alternative form of the authentication request for the case
in which the FA already has the information of the
MT will be discussed in Section III-C1.
Step 2) (FA → SA) On receiving Message (2) from the
MT, the FA sets MsgM to PIDj IDH EkMH {IDM 
NM ki ts1 } and generates a serial number sni ,
which includes the FA’s network operator code,
station code, and an event sequence code for
the authentication event. By attaching the current
timestamp, the FA sends Message (3) to the SA
F → S : IDF EkSF {MsgM sni ts2 } : sigF .

(3)

Step 3) (SA → FA, HA) The SA checks the integrity of
Message (3) by verifying IDF and the attached digital signature of the FA. The SA decrypts Message (3)
by kSF and looks into MsgM to get IDH . Note
that the SA cannot read IDM ki ts in MsgM , since
it is encrypted by kMH . The SA is aware that the
authentication request is intended for the HA. The
SA searches the database and fetches pubF and
pubH . The SA sets MsgF to MsgM sni ts2 . Besides forwarding the necessary information to the
HA, the SA also acts as PKI authority and sends
the certified public key information to both the FA
and the HA, which will be used by them to verify
each other. For publicly available information, such
as public key, encryption is not necessary. Digital
signature is used to guarantee the integrity. The SA
sends Message (4) to the HA
S → H : IDS IDF pubF EkSH {MsgF ts3 } : sigS

(4)

and Message (5) to the FA
S → F : IDS IDH pubH ts3 : sigS .

(5)
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Step 4) (HA → FA) The HA checks the integrity of
Message (4) by verifying IDS and the attached digital signature of the SA. The HA retrieves MsgF , the
identity and the public key of the FA, and PIDj by
using the shared key kSH . The HA searches (IDM →
PIDj ) the mapping database and locates the identity
of the MT, who initiates the authentication process
and the corresponding kMH . The HA further decrypts MsgH encapsulated in MsgF by using kMH
and retrieves IDM of the mobile user, the nonce NM ,
and the proposed session key ki . The HA checks the
validity of timing relationships of all the timestamps
ts1 , . . . , ts3 to prevent replay attack and verify the
identity of the MT by comparing the decrypted IDM
and PIDj with the stored copy. Then, the HA sends
Message (6) to the FA
H → F : IDH EkF NM ki PIDj ts4 : sigH .

(6)

Step 5) (FA → MT) The FA should have received
Message (5) from the SA sent in Step 3) and
Message (6) from the HA in the aforementioned
step. When the FA receives Message (5), it checks
the timestamp ts3 and the message integrity by
verifying IDS and the attached digital signature of
the SA. The FA then stores the identity and the
public key of the HA for later use if the verification
is positive. When the FA receives Message (6), it
checks the message integrity again by verifying
IDH and the attached digital signature of the HA.
It also checks if the timestamp is reasonable. The
FA decrypts the message using the public key of
the HA retrieved from Message (5) and gets PIDj ,
the nonce NM , and the session key ki proposed
by the MT in Step 1), which indicates that the
HA has acknowledged the MT and approved its
roaming privilege. Since the decryption of Message
(6) depends on the reception of Message (5), the FA
will temporarily store Message (6) if it is received
before Message (5). The FA generates a ticket
T ki = T kIDi ref i  expi , where T kIDi denotes the
ticket ID, ref i denotes the ticket reference code,
and expi denotes the ticket expiration time. The FA
stores the mapping relationship T k i → ki → PIDj .
The purpose of the ticket will be discussed in the
next section. The FA sends Message (7) to the HA
F → H : IDF Eki {H(NM )NF T ki ts5 } .
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begins to send communication data to the network
operated by the FA
M → F : PIDj Eki {H(NF )ts6 comm} .

(8)

So far, the MT and the FA have been mutually authenticated.
Current WLAN hotspots do not apply data encryption over the
wireless link at all, because many WLAN security protocols,
such as WEP, WPA, WPA2 (IEEE 802.11i), etc., are more
inclined to individual users, and a centralized corporation environment can be used in securing the communication between
the MT and the FA.
C. Variation of the Proposed Authentication Scheme
One of the key advantages of the proposed authentication
scheme is its self-adaptation. We discuss two common alternatives in the following section: 1) The MT revisits the FA;
and 2) the MT purchases the integrated service from the
SA/existing peer-to-peer roaming agreement.
1) Localized Authentication: Localized authentication is
defined as authentication between the MT and a network operator who has the MT’s certain type of credential. One example
of localized authentication is that the MT authenticates with the
FA when the MT revisits the FA. The definition of “revisit FA”
is that the MT visits any hotspot operated by the FA for the second time or more by discovering the hotspot from its beacon or
service set identifier (SSID), which is constantly broadcasted.
The hotspot is not necessary to be the same hotspot that the
MT visited for the first time. Under this definition, occurrence
of this “revisit” case would be quite common. Recall the ticket
T ki = T kIDi ref i  expi , which is introduced in Step 5) in the
aforementioned section. T ki is the certificate issued by the FA
to the MT to indicate that the MT has been verified by its home
network and registered with the FA before. Since the storage of
tickets requires extra memory space, the expi parameter defines
the absolute time when the ticket is expired so that both the MT
and the FA do not keep the ticket forever. If the MT revisits the
FA after expi timeout, a full authentication process is required,
as described in the aforementioned section. Otherwise, a subset
of the proposed authentication scheme, which is composed by
Steps 1), 5), and 6), is executed as follows:
M → F : PIDj+c T kIDi Eki {ref i NM ki+1 ts1 }

(9)

F → M : IDF Eki+1 {H(NM )NF T ki+1 ts5 }

(10)

M → F : PIDj+c Eki+1 {H(NF )ts6 comm} .

(11)

(7)

Step 6) (MT → FA) After the MT receives Message (7),
it checks the identity of the FA and tries to decrypt
the message using ki . If the decrypted H(NM ) is
correct and ts5 is reasonable, it indicates that both
the FA and the HA approve the roaming service
request. The MT stores the T ki → ki → PIDj mapping for later use. The MT sends Message (8) as
the acknowledgment of receiving Message (7) and

From Message (9), the FA locates the corresponding T ki ↔
ki ↔ PIDj mapping according to T kIDi−1 and retrieves ki−1 .
The FA then decrypts Message (9) and verifies whether ref i
matches T kIDi and if ts1 is within the tolerant range. If it is
true, then the FA accepts the new session key ki + 1. The FA
grants the access of the MT and sends Message (10) to the
MT with a new ticket. The parameter in Message (9) is due
to the PID renewal, which will be discussed in Section III-D1.
Message (11) serves as an acknowledgment.
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Fig. 5. Event ID data structure.

Note that, in this case, the FA assumes the good standing
status of the MT. The HA should notify the FA to revoke the
ticket once it finds out that the MT is no longer good. The most
recent FA list that served the MT can be obtained by searching
the Event IDs in the MT’s service record.
Localized authentication also occurs in the following two
cases: 1) The MT accesses a network (e.g., WLAN hotspot)
operated by its home network when it is in the home network;
and 2) the MT accesses WLAN hotspots operated by the
visiting cellular network, which supports the ticket and the PID.
2) Integrated Service Offered by SA/Existing Peer-to-Peer
Roaming Agreement: Both cases are actually equivalent.
Therefore, we begin with the former, which is the other operational mode of the proposed network infrastructure. In this
case, the MT does not belong to any real network operator,
and it is registered with the SA, which is denoted as for notational convenience. Therefore, SA’ is considered as residing
in the MT’s home network and takes over the work which
is designated to the HA in Section III-B. Since the FA and
the SA have direct service agreement and share preset secret
key, the public key exchange in Step 3) is not necessary, and
there is no need to do asymmetric encryption. The subset of
the proposed authentication scheme, which is composed by all
the steps except Step 3) with minor parameter modifications,
is executed as follows:
M → F : PIDj IDS EkMS {IDM NM ki ts1 }

(12)

F → S : IDF EkSF {MsgM sni ts2 } : sigF

(13)

S → F : IDS EkSF {NM ki PIDj ts4 } : sigS

(14)

F → M : IDF Eki {H(NM )NF T ki ts5 }

(15)

M → F : PIDj Eki {H(NF )ts6 comm} .

(16)

For the second case, we just need to replace SA by HA in the
aforementioned messages. Note that the HA and the FA have
shared secret key kHF in this case.
D. Supplementary Operations
Two supplementary operations are developed in improving
the anonymity of the user identity and commercial deployment:
PID renewal and event tracking.
1) PID Renewal Process: Based on the algorithm in computing the PIDj series described in Section III-A, both the MT
and the HA can compute the next PID independently since
both of them always hold updated PIDj and H x (ki ). Therefore,
the main purposes of the PID renewal message exchanges are

PID synchronization and recovery in case the PIDj and/or
H x (ki ) values that they are holding are out of synchronization
for some reason. The following steps show the PID renewal
operation in the normal case:
M → H : PIDj EkHM {IDM f gpid.renew }

(17)

H → M : IDH EkHM {H(kHM )PIDj+1 } .

(18)

In the first step, the MT sends Message (17) to the HA.
fgpid.renew tells the HA that the MT is going to renew its
PID. After the message is received by the HA, the HA locates
IDM and the corresponding kHM by searching the PIDj in
the PIDj → IDM mapping database. The HA then decrypts
Message (17) and verifies if the decrypted IDM matches the
record. If it is true, then the HA sends Message (18) to the MT.
The message includes PIDj+1 computed by the HA. After the
MT computes PIDj+1 by itself, it verifies if both results match
each other. If it is true, then the MT starts to apply the renewed
PID. Otherwise, the MT will continue to use PIDj until proper
acknowledgment is received from the HA. Meanwhile, the
proposed renewal process is able to detect the exceptions, and
the MT and the HA process the exceptional cases as follows.
1) Out-of-synchronization PIDj : The HA is unable to locate
information in the mapping database. The HA then sends
Message (19) instead of Message (18) to the MT
H → M : IDH ﬂagpid.incor : sigH .

(19)

Since the MT will not apply a new PID until it receives
correct acknowledgment from the HA, the PID at the HA
must be PIDj−1 .
2) Out-of-synchronization H x(ki ): PIDj+1 in Message (17)
does not match the MT’s computed result, although
H(kHM ) shows that the message is sent by the HA. If
either case happens, the MT sends Message (20) to the
HA for the PID recovery process so that the HA is able to
reconstruct PIDj+1
M →H:



PIDj−1 EkHM IDM fgpid.incor H x (ki ) , case 1
. (20)
case 2
PIDj EkHM{IDM fghash.incor H x (ki )} ,
The HA sends Message (18) to the MT again for acknowledgment, and the PID renewal process is completed.
2) Event Tracking: In the proposed WLAN/cellular integrated service model, billing is based on the MT’s network
accessing activities, which is tracked by a data structure named
Event ID, as shown in Fig. 5. Most of the data fields have
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Both the HA and the FA check the data fields with the corresponding information that they have and return Message (23)
to the SA


H → S : IDH EkSH Event IDSA
i apv : sigH


F → S : IDF EkSF Event IDSA
i apv : sigF

(23)

where apv denotes the approval code.
For all cases, after the FA completes Step 3) in the authentication process, it constructs the Event IDSA
i as

IDF sni PIDj IDH ts5 stat1 : sigF
Auth:1




IDF T kIDi PIDj+c IDH ts5 stat2 : sigF Auth:2

Auth:3
 IDF sni PIDj IDS ts5 stat3 : sigF


IDF sni PIDj IDH ts5 stat4 : sigF
Auth:4
(24)
where stat denotes the MT’s network usage statistics during the
session. The FA sends Message (25) to the MT’s home network
either appeared before in the literature or are self-explanatory,
so they do not need to be introduced again. In the Event ID
data, the usage statistic field includes the MT network activity data such as connection time, upload/download traffic
bandwidth, zone and/or service weight, etc. How to adopt
these parameters into billing generation solely depends on the
roaming agreements and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Approval code is a reference number indicating that the event
claim is approved by the MT’s home network. The attested
signatures from the involved network operators show that they
agree with those data.
Since different authentication modes have been developed in
Sections III-B and C, the distribution of Event ID varies, as
shown in Table II. For example, in the “revisit” case, the SA
is not involved, and it is unnecessary to send the Event ID to
the SA. However, the HA still requires the Event ID for billing
purposes.
Based on the nature of billing mechanism, we classify
the network operators into three categories: (roaming) service
provider, home network, and (roaming) service coordinator.
Table II summarizes the roles in the four scenarios. During the
authentication process, the network operators keep the received
messages at least until the Event ID distribution is complete.
Event tracking is implemented as follows.
For the “normal” case, after the SA completes Step 3) in the
authentication process, it constructs the Event IDSA
i as
IDS sni PIDj IDH ts3 nullnull1 : sigS




Event IDFA
S → H : IDF EkFH
i

(25)

where H could be the HA or the SA, and kFH could be
kHF or kSF , depending on the authentication type. After it
receives Message (25), the HA checks the data fields with the
local corresponding information and confirms if the following
conditions are satisfied during the claimed service time.
1) The MT is not being serviced by other networks.
2) The MT is not in power-OFF state.
3) Optionally, the MT is located within the network service
provider’s physical location by checking the MT’s careof-address or by location-aware application [14].
If all tests are passed, the HA attaches the approval code and its
digital signature and sends Message (26) to the FA



Event IDFA
H → F : IDH EkFH
i apv : sigH .

(26)

Note that authentication type 2 differs from other types. The
HA is not notified when the FA offers service to the MT. The
key verification point is to validate PIDj+c in conjunction with
the three test conditions.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we analyze the security correctness of the
proposed protocol and overhead evaluation of the proposed
messaging scheme.

(21)
A. Security Analysis

where null indicates not applicable. The SA sends Message (22)
to the HA and the FA, respectively, as


S → H : IDs EkSH Event IDSA
i


.
S → F : IDs EkSF Event IDSA
i

(22)

A secure protocol designed for roaming services requires the
following: 1) prevention of fraud by ensuring that the mobile
user and network entity are authentic, i.e., there is a mutual
authentication mechanism between a network entity and a
mobile user; 2) assuring mutual agreement and freshness of the
session key; 3) prevention of replaying attack so that intruders
are not able to obtain sensitive data by relaying a previously
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TABLE III
NOTATIONS OF BAN LOGIC

intercepted message; and 4) privacy of mobile user’s location
information during the communication so that it is requisite to
provide the mechanism for user anonymity [15].
To prove the correctness of the authentication provided by the
proposed security protocol, we use the logic of authentication
developed by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham (BAN logic) [16].
Since the conventional notation for security protocols is not
convenient for manipulation in the logic of authentication, they
introduce the rules in annotating protocols, transforming each
message into a logic formula. The BAN logic is the most
widely used logic in analyzing authentication protocols [17].
We propose a different notation for the specific session key.
We assume that, from the security viewpoint, the function of
the unique session key is the same as for the public key. The
notation of BAN Logic is shown in Table III.1
1) Proof of the Proposed Authentication Scheme2 : Additional notations are listed as follows.
A: MT (A : MT’s PID), B: FA, C: SA, D: HA. The security
scheme can be described as follows:
1) A → B : A , H, {A, NA , ki , t1 }kAD from (2);
2) B → C : {{A , H, {A, NA , ki , ts1 }kAD , sni , t2 }kBC }k−1
B
from (3);
3) C → D : {B,kB ,{A ,H,{A,NA ,ki ,ts1 }kAD ,sni ,t2 }kCD ,
t3 }k−1 from (4);
C
4) C → B : {D, kD , t3 }k−1 from (5);
C
5) D → B : {{NA , ki , A , t4 }kB }k−1 from (6);
D
6) B → A : {H(NA ), NB , t5 }ki from (7);
7) A → B : {H(NB ), t6 , comm}ki .
The idealized protocol can be described as follows:


kB
i3) C → D : → B, {{A, k, NA }kAD }kCD
;
−1
kC


kD
i4) C → B : → D
;
−1
kC

i5) D → B : {{k, NA }kB }k−1 ;
D

NB

A  B

i6) B → A :

;
NA

k

NB

k

NA

i7) A → B :

A  B

.

Items 1) and 2) are omitted, since Item 2) simply passes
Item 1) to C, and the content of Item 1) is included in
Item 3).
It is assumed that each principal knows its own secret key and
believes that its own nonce and other’s timestamp are fresh. The
SA also knows other’s public key. The above assumptions are
summarized as follows:
kAD

A1) A| ≡ A ↔ D;
A2) A| ≡ #(NA );
A3) A| ≡ #(k);

kB

B1) B| ≡ → B;
kC

B2) B| ≡ → C;
kBC

B3) B| ≡ B ↔ C;
kD

B4) B| ≡ C| ⇒ → D;
B5) B| ≡ #(NB );
kCD

C1) C| ≡ C ↔ D;
kC

C2) C| ≡ → C;
kB

1 The

table is organized from [16].
2 Because of space limitations, only the full version of the authentication
scheme is proved. The subset of authentication schemes for the special cases
should comply with this proof.

C3) C| ≡ → B;
kD

C4) C| ≡ → D;
kBC

C5) C| ≡ B ↔ C;
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By applying A1)

kD

D1) D| ≡ → D;
kC

D2) D| ≡ → C;
kCD

D3) D| ≡ C ↔ D;
kB

D4) D| ≡ C| ⇒→ B;
kAD

D5) D| ≡ A ↔ D.
Proof: From i3)
D {{A, k, NA }kAD }kCD


kB
D → B
.
−1
kC

(27)

A| ≡B| ≡ NA

(43)

A| ≡B| ≡ k

(44)

A| ≡B| ≡ D| ≡ NA

(45)

A| ≡B| ≡ D| ≡ k

(46)

A| ≡D| ≡ NA

(47)

A| ≡D| ≡ k.

(48)

(28)
Since B does not know NA and k, unless they are told by D,
and at the same time, A trusts its home network D

By applying D3) and D5) to (27), we have

NA

(29)

A| ≡B| ≡ A  B

By checking the timestamp, D believes that NA and k are
fresh, and we further have

A| ≡B| ≡ A ↔ B.

(50)

B  {NB }k .

(51)

D| ≡ A| ∼ k, NA .

D| ≡A| ≡ k

(30)

D| ≡A| ≡ NA .

(31)

By applying C2), C3), D2), and D4) to (28), we have
kB

D| ≡C| ≡ → B
kB

D| ≡ → B.

kD

kD

B| ≡ → D.

(32)

B| ≡A| ∼ Nb

(33)

B| ≡A| ≡ A ↔ B

(34)
(35)

From i5)
B  {{NA , k}kB }k−1 .

(36)

D

By applying (33), (35), and B1), we have
B| ≡ D| ∼ k, NA .

(37)

By applying (30) and (31), we have
B| ≡D| ≡ A| ≡ k

(38)

B| ≡D| ≡ A| ≡ NA .

(39)

A  {NA , NB }k .

(40)

From i6)

By applying A2) and A3), we have
A| ≡ B| ∼ NB , NA .

(41)

By checking the timestamp, A believes NB is fresh. We have
NB

A| ≡ B| ≡ A  B.

From i7)

By applying B5) and (49), we have

Similarly, from i4), by applying C2), C4), B2), and B4),
we have
B| ≡C| ≡ → D

k

(49)

(42)

(52)
k

NA

B| ≡A| ≡ A  B.

(53)
(54)


Therefore, the main conclusions are (49), (50), (53), and (54),
which show that A and B are mutually authenticated. At the
same time, k and NA are shared with A’s trusted party D as
well, which allows the service provider to decrypt the communication when they are requested by law enforcement units.
2) Robustness of Proposed Security Schemes: The proposed
security schemes are robust to resist certain attacks and sniffing.
The intruder cannot impersonate all the parties. In both authentication and event-tracking schemes, the messages between
wired parties, such as service providers and SAs, are identified by their digital signatures. The proposed authentication
scheme can resist replay and middleman attacks. The intruder
cannot act as the MT since he cannot generate a meaningful
Message (2), which can be detected by the HA.
The user anonymity and intractability are implemented by
dynamic PID. The dynamics are achieved by recursive hash
operations of the session key, and the confidentiality is achieved
by the involvement of secret shared key and one-way function
so that the FA cannot generate a valid PID series while knowing
the session key. Depending on the user’s preference and the
unit’s power condition, PID can be regularly refreshed. Since
the PID refresh is an independent process, the PID can be used
in cellular networks to replace the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) when the traditional authentication is used
so that user anonymity and intractability are supported in the
entire integrated network. The PID recovery processes have
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TABLE IV
DATA LENGTH OF PARAMETERS

the capability of detecting and restoring unsynchronized PID
in the HA due a poor wireless channel or a software fault.
The replay attack is prevented by implementing an encrypted timestamp mechanism. The intruder cannot update the
encrypted timestamp in the replayed message, which can be
identified by the legitimate users if its timestamp is out of the
predefined range.
B. Overhead Analysis
The overhead is critical since the security protocols are
implemented in the mobile devices in the wireless environment.
Therefore, heavy computation by the mobile is not feasible
[18]–[20]. Since the bandwidth is lower and the channel error
is higher in the wireless networks than those in the wired
networks, it is important for the security protocols to minimize
the message size and the number of message exchanges.
The data length of parameters in authentication messages
related to the MT is shown in Table IV. The total authentication message exchange via the wireless link is less than
0.11 kB. The MT does not deal with asymmetric cryptography
computation, except for verifying the HA’s digital signature for
once during the PID synchronization recovery. The selection of
cryptographic algorithm and the data length for the parameters
can be adjusted in balancing the communication/computation
overhead and security strength.
In the following section, dynamic overhead characteristics of
the proposed service model will be discussed. We first describe
our analytical model. Then, we develop general expressions
that describe the performance metrics of our interests. Finally,
we present and discuss numerical results from various network
scenarios and settings.
1) Analytical Model: The integrated WLANs and the cellular networks under consideration are shown in Fig. 2. The
cellular networks usually have wide coverage area, whereas
the WLAN hotspots have small coverage area and are only
available within distinct hotspots. When an MT roams to a
new area, it usually registers in one of the cellular networks
and does not switch to other cellular networks. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that a single large cellular network is
overlaid on disjoint WLAN hotspots. Without loss of generality,
we consider one cellular network covering n WLAN hotspots.
In order to analyze the overhead performance, we consider a
simplified but reasonable model where a mobile user roams, as
shown in Fig. 6. We assume that the residence times in the wireless networks are exponentially distributed random variables

Fig. 6.

Mobile user roaming/mobility.

with parameters λi (for i = 0, 1, . . . , n). To differentiate the
accessing rate from the WLAN hotspot i, we further consider
the parameter αi (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n), which is defined as the
probability of a mobile user roaming from the cellular network
to the WLAN hotspot i. Therefore
n

αi = 1.

(55)

i=1

Let X(t) ∈ {Cellular1, WLAN1, . . . , WLANn} denote a
process that tracks the network, to which the MT is connected
at time t. Therefore, the process X(t) can be modeled as
a continuous time Markov process. By sampling the random
process X(t) after time instances tk = kτ , where τ  (1/λi ),
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, the new sampled process X(tk ) is a Markov
chain [21] in the state space {0, 1, . . . , n}, which is defined by
the transition probability matrix


1 − p0
 p1

 p2

P= ·

 ·

·
pn

α1 p0
1 − p1
0

0

·

α2 p0
0
1 − p2

·

·

0

·

0

0

·

αn p0

·
0

1 − pn










(56)

−λi τ

where pi = 1 − e
, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. For a given network
setup, the mean residence time(s) 1/λi , ∀i, the roaming probability αi in WLAN hotspots, and the sampling time interval τ
can be empirically obtained.
2) Performance Analysis: The metric of our interest in
studying the performance is the overhead cost, which is defined
as the average cost per network roaming. The overhead cost can
be computed as
C=

1
1
C0 +
2
2

n

αi Ci
i=1

(57)
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TABLE V
PARAMETERS FOR NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 7. Overhead cost versus WLAN2 ticket timeout for the proposed and
traditional schemes.

where
Ci = Pri {ticket hit} Citicket + (1 − Pri {ticket hit}
no_ticket
. C0 , Citicket , and Cino_ticket are the average
Ci
overhead costs in the roaming cellular network, the WLAN
hotspot i with cached credentials, i.e., ticket TKi , and the
WLAN hotspot i without cached credentials, respectively.
Pri {ticket hit} is the ticket hit probability in the WLAN
hotspot i, which is defined as the probability of revisiting the
set for the cached
WLAN hotspot i before the timeout tticket
i
credential expires. Pri {ticket hit} is equal to the probability of
.
revisiting the WLAN hotspot i within the time interval tticket
i
Therefore, Pri {ticket hit} can be found as the ith element in
the first row of the k-step transition matrix computed as Zk ,
/τ . The matrix Z is obtained by replacing
where k = tticket
i
the ith row of the matrix P, which is defined in (56), by the ith
row of its identity matrix.
3) Numerical Results: Numerical results are obtained by
considering the scenario where a mobile user roams to a region
with one cellular network and three types of WLAN hotspots.
The cellular network is a foreign network and has a roaming
agreement with the mobile user’s home network. The first type
of WLAN hotspot (WLAN1) is affiliated with the cellular
network, and both networks are tightly coupled. The second
type of WLAN hotspot (WLAN2) is owned by the third-party
service provider. The third type of WLAN hotspot (WLAN3)
is owned by the mobile user’s home cellular networks. The
second and the third WLAN hotspots have the capability to
cache the MT credentials, and they are loosely coupled to the
cellular network. The overhead cost is computed by using (57),
and the parameter values are given in Table V. The WLAN1
) is set to zero. The WLAN2 ticket timeout
ticket timeout (tticket
1
)
and
WLAN3
ticket timeout (tticket
) take on different
(tticket
2
3
values.
In Fig. 7, the overhead costs for the traditional and proposed
schemes are compared at various values of WLAN2 ticket
) for asymmetrical and symmetrical WLAN
timeouts (tticket
2
hotspot roaming probabilities. In each case, the WLAN3
) is set to zero (i.e., no user’s credenticket timeout (tticket
3
tials are cached in WLAN3). From Fig. 7, it can be seen

Fig. 8. Overhead cost versus WLAN2 ticket timeout for the high and low
WLAN3 ticket timeouts.

that, as the WLAN2 ticket timeout increases, the overhead
costs of both the proposed and traditional schemes decrease
and converge to the limiting point. Furthermore, at the low
values of the WLAN2 ticket timeout, the traditional scheme
has lower overhead cost than the proposed scheme; however,
as the WLAN2 ticket timeout increases, the difference in
overhead cost decreases to zero. The observations suggest
that, by choosing an appropriate value of the WLAN2 ticket
timeout, the proposed scheme can provide a better and more
convenient roaming than the traditional scheme with the same
overhead cost.
The overhead cost of the proposed scheme is further studied
at various values of WLAN2 ticket timeouts for low WLAN3
= 0) and high WLAN3 ticket timeticket timeout (tticket
3
out (tticket
=
2000
slots),
respectively, for the asymmetrical
3
and symmetrical WLAN hotspot roaming probabilities. Fig. 8
shows that the overhead-cost performance of the proposed
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scheme can be further improved by increasing the WLAN3
ticket timeout. However, the amount of improvement depends
on the symmetry of the roaming probabilities (α1 , α2 , α3 ).
From the performance analysis, it is observed that the
ticket greatly reduces the authentication latency. However,
the ticket also allows the FA to link the MT’s current PID
with the previous PID stored in its database. On the other
hand, the latency improvement becomes smaller and smaller
when the ticket timeout increases. Therefore, it is neither suitable nor necessary to choose very large ticket expiration time
so that the MT will do normal authentication to break the linage
from time to time. The setting of the value reflects the balance
between the latency performance and the identity intractability
strength.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a SA-based WLAN/cellular network integrated
service model and the relevant authentication and event tracking for billing support schemes have been proposed. The service
model does not require the inefficient peer-to-peer roaming
agreements to support seamless user roaming between the
WLAN hotspots and the cellular networks operated by the
independent wireless network service providers. The proposed
authentication and event-tracking schemes take both anonymity
and intractability of the mobile users into consideration and
operate independently so that the integrated billing service
can be applied to the cellular networks even if they still use
the traditional authentication scheme. Both security analysis
and overhead evaluation have demonstrated that the proposed
WLAN/cellular network integrated service model exhibits good
security and efficiency.
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